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Many problems solved with Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD) are of anisotropic nature, 

such as boundary layers and free surfaces, and they require anisotropic computational meshes 

to solve these problems efficiently. These features impose stringent requirements on mesh 

quality and the aspect ratio of computational cells, which requires advanced control of the 

meshing algorithm. The problem gets even more difficult when dealing with arbitrary 

polyhedra consisting of faces with more than four vertices, because they shall remain flat 

during the meshing process. 

In order to improve robustness and quality of the mesh in the boundary layer, a novel 

boundary layer smoother is implemented in cfMesh. It improves the orthogonality and the 

thickness variation of the existing boundary layer, and is therefore applicable in case of poor 

quality surface data, and whenever it is possible to generate a valid mesh with the base 

methodology. The method analyses the mesh for the existence of a boundary layer at the 

boundaries, and analyses the connections between the boundary layer cells. The quality is 

improved by smoothing the normal vectors such that their deviation is minimized and the 

quadrilateral faces in the layer become as flat as possible and orthogonal to the boundary.  

The thickness variation is controlled via curvature and relative deviation of the thickness over 

a quadrilateral face connecting two hair edges of the layer. The procedure reduces the 

thickness in regions failing the criteria in an iterative manner, and ensures smooth transition 

of the layer thickness over the neighboring cells. The tests show that the algorithm 

significantly improves the layers, and enables generation of meshes for low-Re simulations. 

Anisotropic meshing of regions inside the mesh is achieved via affine modifications of the 

input surface mesh, and generating the isotropic mesh inside the modified surface mesh. The 

coordinates of mesh points are mapped back into the original space resulting in an anisotropic 

volume mesh. The procedure is currently controlled via primitive objects, i.e. boxes and 

planes, prescribed in a dictionary read by cfMesh. The suggested procedure is applicable to 

meshes consisting of arbitrary cell types. It offers significant potential for reducing the 

number of cells in regions aligned with the geometric objects. In addition, the procedure can 

be further enhanced by adding additional types of sources. 
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